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Sustainable Development Background
 Education for sustainability development was declared by the 

United Nations
 Chapter 36 of Agenda 21 of UN emphasized on “Prompting 

education, Public Awareness and Training” of sustainability.
 Statistics supporting that education in U.S has not been enough to 

cut consumption of at least energy as per-capita energy use and 
waste generation in the U.S. are nearly the highest in the world. 

 More education so far has not led to energy sustainability
 Reorientation of curriculum and more training
 Incorporating a module on suitability  in our courses



Project Description
 To cultivate the mindset of our students to encourage sustainable lifestyles

 Cedar Crest College,  DeSales University, Lehigh University 

 Collaboration

 Institutions involvements –Sustainability Office

 Planning –Summer 2017, Campus environment

 Macroeconomics , Electricity Economics, & Environmental Science  classes

 Development of new course-Sustainability Management & Economics” and 
“Sophomore Expedition: Environmental Stewardship and Justice” 

 Speakers-DeSales and Lehigh Universities 

 Assessments of courses and speakers 



Sustainable Development Definition

“Sustainable development is development that meets 
the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs”





Projects
 Criteria: Material health, material reutilization, renewable energy, water 

stewardship and social fairness

 Campus research to identify sustainable and non-sustainable objects of design

 And gather data in order to justify a solution(s)

 Examples of Topics: 

 Solar Energy for the Gambet Center

 Gardening for Sustainability

 The Sustainability Benefits of Wind Turbine Technology

 Junk Mails in DeSales University

 Sustainability Project – Sustainability U 

 Sustainability Practice – Plastic vs Reusable Water Bottles

 Reducing Food Waste at DSU

 Solar heating to heat the dorms

 Greenhouses on campus



Actions Taken: Recommendations

 Start a committee – faculty, staff, students

 Put poster to remind students 

 Visit food shelter to donate food

 Sustainability make a required core course -to learn about food, waste, and saving 
energy. 

 When providing freshman orientation, incorporate information on sustainability.

 Peer mentor and speakers

 Change the way DUC serve food – buffet style, not allowing them to take the food out.

 At DSU students have meal portion, pay and go type style. This encourages more 
consumption

 Predetermined portions encourages waste

 Get rid of use of tray. Students support that use of tray with the buffet style dinning 
increases food waste by 25-30%.



Other Project: Bike Sharing

 At DeSales University, a survey for Bike Sharing program was 
developed by SGA, Earth Club, students in EC.209 class- 141 students 
took the survey, data gathered, analyzed and was shared with Mike 
Duffy and Robert Snyder-Director of Campus environment at DSU. 
Then I contacted Zagster (www.zagster.com) and provided them the 
relevant information on our campus

 Costs was an issue
 Assessment of installation of solar panels at DeSales university-

conducted by Lehigh University team

http://www.zagster.com/


Class Project, Lehigh University

 This project engaged three institutions in the Lehigh Valley area: Cedar Crest 
College, DeSales University, and Lehigh University. Three teams, one for each 
university, looked at the following set of questions

 Evaluate the feasibility of solar panel installation at each institution

 What revenue streams exist for energy produced at each university?  

 Can the universities sell back to the grid, and how does this affect our 
relationship with the local utility?  

 How does self generation affect energy procurement for the university?

 Electric Vehicle Charging in campus

 What possible strategies exist for implementing electric vehicle stations?

 What should be the implementation strategy?  

 How to design a mechanism to implement the objectives that

 the university is seeking?



Class Project, Lehigh University

 How to improve the use of energy in campus? 
 Three groups working

1. gather data, connect Utilities Engineers and people 
working on this (e.g., Sharon Field, Doug Stangel, Mike 
Duffy)

2. Present to utilities manager/professor in the school
3. Written report



Cedar Crest Project



Lehigh University



DeSales University



Class Project, Cedar Crest College

 Service project at Vidigal Community (Favela) in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil

 Converting former garbage dump to an EcoPark
 Students helped clean up plastic and metal waste and 

plant coffee trees
 Now back home, students will develop a project to 

continue to support the community; plan is to develop it 
into a long-term relationship between Cedar Crest and 
Vidigal



Class Project, Cedar Crest College



Class Project, Cedar Crest College
 Visited Tijuca National Forest (Atlantic Rainforest)
 Largest urban forest in the world; surrounded by 

Rio de Janeiro
 Helped plant trees as part of large scale restoration 

project





Conference Presentations

 Four students  presented their paper at “LVAIC Campus Sustainability 
Conference 2018” hosted by Lafayette College, February 17, 2018.
 Two teams from DeSales University (Alexander Vreeland), (David Metz & Daniel 

O’Neil) presented their papers on and “Plastic Vs Reusable Water Bottles”  and 
“Sustainability Project-Sustainability U” 

 One team from Lehigh University presented on “ DeSales University Campus 
Sustainability Study”. Such research involved both technological and economic 
analysis and considerations, and began with three areas of interest: Electric Vehicle 
Networking Solar Panel Installation, and Internal Energy Efficiency Opportunities. 

 In short, all these case studies or specific implementations are researched and 
analyzed for potential sustainability benefits to DeSales, Lehigh University and 
Cedar Crest College. 

 Six students from Cedar Crest college presented two posters
 Managing Campus Runoff Using Rain Gardens (Robin Coker, Amelia Porter Bacon, Miranda Felchen)

 Making Cedar Crest a Bird Friendly Campus (Autumn Wilhide, Kelsey Kehm, Taylor Keyes)



Assessments of the Course 

This was a very unique experience for the faculty and the students. 
Feedback on sustainability module for the courses were very 
positive encouraging us to maintain this module in our courses in 
the future: 
 When it was asked if through this course with a sustainability 

component, you became aware of environmental issues, 88% 
of students were “very strongly” or “strongly” agree with this 
statement.

 In response to this question of if this course helped you to 
broaden your understanding of the importance of 
sustainability, 84% of students responded “very positive”



Assessments of Guest Speakers 

Mr. Robert Barkanic: who is PPL Environmental Director responsible for 
environmental training, management, compliance and policy. He also has 
been the Executive Director of Governor Tom Ridge’s 21st Century 
Environment Commission who was invited as a guest speaker: 
 When the questions asked if having listened to this speaker, you became 

aware of environmental issues, 91% were “very strongly “or “strongly 
agree”.

 On question about if this lecture helped you to broaden your 
understanding of the importance of sustainability, 87% responded very 
positive





Some Lessons Learned

Connecting with utilities is sometimes a 
challenge → directory of contacts across 
colleges, updates 

Costs is today, benefits in the future is hard to 
implement-tuition driven institutions

One semester projects, implementation would 
probably need longer periods 

After semester, continuity 
Rewarding projects



Conclusion 

 We like to Thank LVAIC and Teagle
foundation for their support of our 
work.

 Thanks for listening
 Any question? 
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